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Plants Give
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Give and the world grows Give and the world grows 
to be a better place.to be a better place.  
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We see how  We see how  
much plants give.much plants give.

We learn to give too. We learn to give too.   
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We are plants.
We have scents but  
we can't smell them.

1  Plants Give  Plants Give 
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We have pretty colors 
but we can't see them. 
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We make food that 
we can't eat. 

Why do we do this?
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Well, first let me explain  
a bit about plants.  Plants  
have leaves, stems and roots.

leaves

 s
te

m
s 

roots
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Leaves catch sunshine.  The  
sun gives us plants power. This  
is like how toys need batteries.
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Roots "drink"  
water and vitamins.
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Stems are like straws. They 
move the water and vitamins 
to the plant parts that  
make leaves and flowers. 
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Many flowers like  
roses smell very nice. 
Lilacs smell so nice, their 
scent is used by people  
to make perfume.

Plants GivePlants Give
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Sometimes, the earth can be  
a stinky place. We plants just want  
to help make the air smell better.  
Insects also use our scents to find us 
plants.
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The earth, will be boring if 
everything is the same color.  
We plants make  
colorful flowers.  We  
give them to people.    
People give them to each 
other too.  Color also helps 
insects find us plants.
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Flowers are also good for bees. 
Bees get pollen from flowers. 
Bees use it to make honey. 
The bees help us plants too. 
Bees pollinate us plants. 
Pollinate means to help the  
plant get ready to make fruit.
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Some flowers have sweet  
nectar.  Flower nectar is food  
to some insects and birds.   
While drinking nectar, they  
help pollinate us plants too. 
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Flowers come in 
rainbows of colors. 
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After the flower is  
pollinated, the color  
fades.   Next, fruit  
begins to grow.
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We plants, powered by sunlight, 
change water and minerals into 
fruit.   It takes months for the  
fruit to grow.  One day, the fruit 
is ripe and ready to be picked. 

leavesleaves sunsun

waterwater

mineralsminerals

fruit
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We freely give our fruit  
to those who are hungry. 
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Plants also make veggies. 

vegetables
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Veggie plants work very  
similar to fruit plants.

leaves

 s
te

m
s 

st
em

s 

rootsroots

veggie
sunsun
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Both fruit and veggie  
plants make seeds. 
What do seeds do? 
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Inside the seed is a secret 
code called DNA.  DNA helps 
the seed grow into a new plant.  
When animals  
or people eat our fruit,  
they scatter our seeds too. 
This helps us plants grow  
in more places.
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Now to close on plants.   
We have fragrant scents 
and pretty flowers and  
tasty fruits and veggies. 
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We make that which we can't  
use ourselves.  We give it all  
away so that the world will  
be a better place to live.    
We help the world smell  
nicer and share colors too.   
We help those who are   
hungry become full.  

Plants GivePlants Give
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Even though people don't 
have fragrances, flowers  
or fruits,  people give  
back by sharing with  
and helping others. 

 Plants Give  Plants Give 
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Plants give us pretty flowers that look Plants give us pretty flowers that look 
and smell nice.  Plants also give us and smell nice.  Plants also give us 
food.  This book helps us learn about food.  This book helps us learn about 
how plants give.  It also teaches us how plants give.  It also teaches us 
that we can be giving as well.that we can be giving as well.
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Queen Jeen
- Learns Manners

ii
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Sometimes it takes a  
tornado to teach us manners.

iii  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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In a land nearby, 
behind a golden  
gate, is a huge  
palace. 

1  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 



2Queen JeenQueen Jeen



Inside, Queen Jeen sits 
on her golden throne.  

She thinks  
to herself, “I am very 
lucky to be Queen. 

I am rich.  

I get to give  
orders all day long.”

3  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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“Hey! I’m thirsty.

Get me the  
finest fruit juice.” 

5  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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Later, Queen Jeen 
complains, “I am 
hungry! Get me 
the finest food. 

Don’t forget my 
special sauce.”

7  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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Queen Jeen makes  
a big mess while  
she eats.

QJ meanly shouts,
“Hey! You there! 
Clean this up!”

9  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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Suddenly, there  
is a big storm.

Strong, twisting 
wind blows the 
roof right off 
the palace. 

11  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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A tornado picks  
up the throne  
with QJ on it.  

The storm swirl 
blows QJ over  
the golden gates  
of Jeenland.

13  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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She flies to a far 
away place.  She 
lands -plop- in  
a pool of mud. 

QJ may be rich,  
but right now she  
is covered with mud. 

She sees  
a poor person.

15  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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QJ quickly orders, 
“You there, help  
me out of this mud.” 

“Help yourself  
out of the mud,”  
said not very  
nice man.

17  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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“Don’t you know who I 
am?  I am Queen Jeen!”

The poor man replies, 
“Well, this country is 
not Jeenland.  You are 
not Queen here.”

QJ walks herself  
out of the mucky mud.

19  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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QJ yells, “I am thirsty!”   
No one listens.  No one replies.

QJ points to a poor woman.   
“You there!  Bring me  
the finest fruit juice.”  

The woman answers, “You will 
have to get your own drink.”

QJ walks over to the well. She 
gets her own drink of water.

21  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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Later, QJ’s stomach 
rumbles. She yells,   
“I am hungry.”

A cafe owner asks, “Do 
you have any money?”
QJ replies, “No, I don’t 
have any money. Queen’s   
don’t carry cash”

The owner answers,  
“Sorry, No money,  
No food!”

23  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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QJ gets a job 
picking corn.  

After a while, she 
earns enough to buy 
something to eat. 

25  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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QJ buys a 
simple meal.  
She thinks to 
herself, “This 
dinner sure  
tastes delicious.” 

After eating,  
she cleans up  
after herself.
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Suddenly!  Queen 
Jeen remembers a 
ring on her finger. 
 
She gets an idea. 

29  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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QJ asks, “Please help  
me get my chair out  
of the mud and  
take me to Jeenland.

I will give you this ring.

I will help you too.”

“OK!,” said the  
man with a cart. 

31  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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They work together  
to pull the throne  
out of the mud.  
Queen Jeen said, 
“Thank You for  
your help!” 

33  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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QJ does not complain  
as she rides and rides  
in the noisy, dusty cart. 
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After traveling  
a long time, QJ  
returns to the  
golden gates  
of Jeenland. 

37  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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QJ thanks the driver 
for driving her home. 

She asks the guards to 
please move the chair 
inside her house. 

39  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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QJ helps staff 
clean the mud  
off of her throne. 

She thinks about 
how thrones can be 
thrown by the wind. 
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QJ thinks about  
what she has 
learned from  
her trip. 

Everyone can  
have good manners.  

43  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 
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Good Manners  

45  Queen Jeen  Queen Jeen 



Queen Jeen is mean.  She orders people  Queen Jeen is mean.  She orders people  
around.  Suddenly, a big storm blows QJ  around.  Suddenly, a big storm blows QJ  
away from Jeenland.  She has to do things  away from Jeenland.  She has to do things  
for herself.  QJ learns manners.  So do we.for herself.  QJ learns manners.  So do we.

Queen JeenQueen Jeen

4646Queen JeenQueen Jeen
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Sand Sea
-Full of Desert Life
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How can life live  
in dry, hot deserts?

iii

The sandy desert looks empty  
but it is actually full of life.

 Sand Sea  Sand Sea 
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WeatherWeather

What natural forces 
make a desert?

Lots of sunshine and little rain.

Special plants and animals  
adapt to the desert climate.
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Liz lives in a desert. 
The desert is sandy, 

hot and dry. 
Life adapts to live here. 

Sand SeaSand Sea
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Liz is a lizard. Her scales are 
like heat shields. They protect 
her from the sun and give her 

camouflage in the desert.
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One morning, Liz plays tag with 
her friends. Oops!  Liz accidentally 
slides and slides far down the sand 
dunes.

Sand SeaSand Sea
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Liz stops near a prickly pear  
cactus. It is named after it’s 
fruit.

 Sand Sea  Sand Sea 
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Nearby, Liz sees a barrel cactus. 
It is covered with sharp spikes.   
The spikes keep animals from eating 
the cactus.  Its flowers are pretty.  
A gilded flicker bird flies by.

Sand SeaSand Sea
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Liz walks and walks up the  
sand dune. A big-eared  
jack rabbit bounces by Liz. 

scorpion
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Liz stops to rest 
in the shadow of 
the king of the 
cacti. It is called 
saguaro. It is old.

Notice the huge 
flowers on top.

Saguaro start growing  
arms when they are  
about 70 years old.
This cactus is over  
150 years old.

tarantula 

Sand SeaSand Sea
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 Birds make holes and build  
homes in the giant cactus.

 Sand Sea  Sand Sea 



Liz looks at the forest  
of giant cacti. Wow!  

9
Sand SeaSand Sea



Just then a horned toad runs by.  
The spikes protect it from being eaten.
A horned toad is actually a lizard, but 
its broad shape reminds people of a 
toad.

vulture

10 
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Next, Liz sees something that 
looks like a wild desert pig called 
a javalina.  They eat the pads  
of the prickly pear cactus.

11
Sand SeaSand Sea
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As Liz walks, a road runner bird 
quickly runs by. Road runners can fly 
but they like to run in the desert. 

Liz is glad the road runner is  
gone. Road runners eat lizards! 

12 
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A prairie dog comes  
out of the hole from its 
ground house. He watches 
Liz climb up the sand. 

Sand SeaSand Sea
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Prairie dogs aren’t really dogs.  
They are cousins of squirrels.  
Prairie dogs eat seeds and insects. 
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Liz trips on the slippery sand. 
Liz sees a dung beetle roll by. 

Liz learned in school that long ago,  
people in Egypt believed that giant  
beetles rolled the sun across the sky. 
Liz thinks to herself, I wish a giant 
beetle could help me climb this big hill!

Sand SeaSand Sea
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Liz cools off in the shade of  
a mesquite tree. Liz looks at  
the seeds. American Indians  
eat these seeds. 

 Sand Sea  Sand Sea 
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Mesquite wood is also used  
to make yummy BBQ!

ring-tailed cat

Sand SeaSand Sea
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Liz has walked a long way. Finally, 
she sees familiar palm trees. 

Liz knows that different types of 
palm trees make dates or coconuts. 

She smiles and waves  
to her friend Tortoise.  

 Sand Sea  Sand Sea 



Liz is glad to be  
back home at the oasis. 

An oasis is a green place  
with water in a desert.

19
Sand SeaSand Sea



Liz thinks about her adventure.  
She is amazed at all the life  
in this sea of sand.  Plants and 
animals have adapted to live 
here.  The desert is a sandy, 
hot, dry and special place. 

20 
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Review
Desert life adapts to the  
dry climate.  We all learn the  
important lesson to be adaptable  
to life’s many changes.

21
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One day Liz accidentally slides down a  One day Liz accidentally slides down a  
sand dune.  This is the story of the  sand dune.  This is the story of the  
desert plants and animals that Liz learns desert plants and animals that Liz learns 
about on her walk home.  The sandy desert about on her walk home.  The sandy desert 
looks lifeless and lonely but it is actually looks lifeless and lonely but it is actually 
home to many unique flora and fauna.home to many unique flora and fauna.

Sand SeaSand Sea
-Full of Desert Life-Full of Desert Life
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“Flora” are plants.  “Fauna” are animals.“Flora” are plants.  “Fauna” are animals.
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English is a rich  English is a rich  
language full of fun words.language full of fun words.

pompous parade of pageantrypompous parade of pageantry
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Senses
-From Sights to Smells
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We use senses to  
understand our world.
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What are our senses? They 
are what we use to: see, 
hear, smell, touch and taste! 
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Eyes see!
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Eyes see sights with light.
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Most animals have two eyes.

4 
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Some creatures have  
more than two eyes.
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Ears hear!
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Ears hear because 
sounds shake the 
ear drum.
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Ears come in many shapes. 

SensesSenses
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Ears hear loud and soft sounds.  
Ears also hear high and low sounds.
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Noses smell!

SensesSenses
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Noses use sniff  
cells to tell smells.

 Senses  Senses 



Noses come in  
many shapes and sizes.

12
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Some smells stink  
and some smells  
are nice.
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Hands touch!

14
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Inside our hands  
are nerves that feel.

15
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Hands have many ways  
to grip. Geckos have suction  
cups.  Crabs have claws.

16
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Actually, all 
of our skin 
has nerves.  
That is why 
we can feel 
from the top  
of our head  
to the bottom 
of our heels. 

17
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 Our tongues taste!
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Tongues taste with  
taste buds that savor flavor.
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There are many  
different types of tongues. 

20
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Senses can come in many forms 
too. Do you know that fish taste 
with their feet?   It is where 
some of their taste buds are.

21
 Senses  Senses 



We use our 5 senses to make  
sense of the world around us!

See 

Hear
Smell 

Touch

Taste

22
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What are our senses?  How do What are our senses?  How do 
they work?  Why are they useful?  they work?  Why are they useful?  
This books helps us: see, hear, This books helps us: see, hear, 
smell, touch and taste with senses!smell, touch and taste with senses!

SensesSenses  

2323
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Shoe Walks
-Feel for Others with Funky Fairy
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How do we better  
understand each other?

iii

Other people have feelings too. 

How can three different people  
learn how each other feels?
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1 

Funky Fairy shakes her 
head.  It is the after 
work, rush hour traffic 
jam.  People are angry.

 Shoe Walks Shoe Walks
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Funky has an idea to 
help the people get  
along with each other.



3 

At night Funky Fairy  
uses her magic to mix up  
the shoes of the Baker, 
Teacher and Mechanic.



4 

The next morning, the 
three people are getting 
ready for work.  They  
suddenly notice.  Hey!  
These are not my shoes!

Shoe WalksShoe Walks
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The shoes explain  
what is happening today. 

The Baker is a Teacher.

The Teacher is a Mechanic.

The Mechanic is a Baker.

6 Shoe WalksShoe Walks
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The people say they do 
not know how to do the 
other jobs.  The shoes 
say that they will help.
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All day long, the Baker  
works as a Teacher.

8Shoe WalksShoe Walks



The Baker teaches,  
grades papers and prepares 
for tomorrow’s class.

9  Shoe Walks Shoe Walks
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At the end of the day,  
the Teacher Baker is tired.

Shoe WalksShoe Walks
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All day long, the  
Teacher works  
as a Mechanic.

 Shoe Walks Shoe Walks
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The Teacher; checks  
out problems; orders  
parts and fixes cars.

Shoe WalksShoe Walks
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At the end of the day, 
the Mechanic Teacher 
is tired.

 Shoe Walks Shoe Walks
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All day long, the  
Mechanic works  
as a Baker.

Shoe WalksShoe Walks
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The Mechanic mixes; 
bakes and sells the 
breads and assorted 
sweets.

 Shoe Walks Shoe Walks



At the end of the 
day, the Baker 
Mechanic is tired.

16Shoe WalksShoe Walks



The people are all 
tired after a hard 
days’ work.  As  
they go to get  
into their cars...

17  Shoe Walks Shoe Walks



Funky Fairy waves  
her magic wand.  

18Shoe WalksShoe Walks



The shoes return to  
their rightful owners.

19  Shoe Walks Shoe Walks



It is the after work,  
rush hour traffic jam 
again. 
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The three people  
are friendly towards 
each other.    
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Funky Fairy smiles…
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To learn how others feel,  
walk with their shoes for a day. 

23  Shoe Walks Shoe Walks



Three people learn how others feel  
by walking in their shoes for a day.
We learn, to look at life from the 
point of view of how others feel too.

24Shoe WalksShoe Walks



Shoe Walks
-Feel for Others

25  Shoe Walks Shoe Walks
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How can shoes help us understand each other better?  
What if we had a chance to walk with someone else’s 
shoes for a day?   With the help of Funky Fairy’s mag-
ic, a Baker, a Teacher and a Mechanic get to do this.
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People who fly in the sky speak English  People who fly in the sky speak English  
(like pilots and air traffic controllers). (like pilots and air traffic controllers).   
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Sun’s Above the Clouds
- A Sunny, Curious, Point of View 

ii
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May we remember that  
the sun is up above us,  
even when we can’t see it. 

iii

Sun shines above the Clouds.

How can Tari, see a gray rainy day  
and have hope for more sunshine?

 Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds



Dedicated to Tari  
Anchalee, whose  
personality is sunshine 
even on rainy days.

ivSun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds
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It is raining. That’s too bad.   
I want to go outside and  
play but I can’t!  Huh!

1Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



It is wet out there, so I am  
in here! Mom said, “Don’t mope, 
have hope!  The Sun will shine 
again.”

2  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds



3Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



Dad asks me, “Where is the 
Sun when it rains?”  I had  
not thought about that before. 

4  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds



I say, I don’t know. I look out the 
window but I do not see the Sun.

5Sun Above CloudsSun Above Clouds



Dad asks, “Has  
the Sun moved?”

I think about it  
and say, I don’t 
think so.

6  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds
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Dad said, “Here is 
help to understand.  
Clouds come between 
the earth and the 
sun like this pillow 
and this ball.” 

8  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds
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“The sun like 
this light has not 
moved.  The sun is 
still up above us.”  

10  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds
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“Soon, the clouds 
will leave and the  
Sun will shine again.

For now, let’s 
enjoy our time 
indoors.  Let’s play 
a game together.”

12  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds
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Later, I look outside.   
The rain has stopped. 
The puddles are drying up.

14 

evaporate
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Hooray!  The Sun 
is shining through 
the clouds!

16  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds
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There is a colorful rainbow.   
I see red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue and more.

18  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds



Dad said, “Please never 
look straight at the Sun.  
It is so bright it can  
hurt your eyes.”
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The next time when it rains,  
I smile because I know a secret. 
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The Sun is still up  
there above the clouds.  
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  I know the Sun will shine again.  

22  Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds
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The cloudsclouds won’t stay forever.   
Soon they will move away and  
it will be another sunnysunny day!



24

Tari learns a secret, that the sun  
shines above us even during rainy days.

 We learn, that there is sunny  
hope even when things are not going well.   

We also learn to be curious about our  
world and that Science is like sunshine.

 Sun Above Clouds Sun Above Clouds



When it rains, where is the Sun?  It is  When it rains, where is the Sun?  It is  
still up there even though we can’t see it. still up there even though we can’t see it. 
The Sun is above the clouds.  This story The Sun is above the clouds.  This story 
shows how the Sun will shine on us again. shows how the Sun will shine on us again.  

Sun’s Sun’s Above the CloudsClouds
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Fix Life`s ProblemsFix Life`s Problems

Swim Up,
The Waterfall

iiSwim Up, Waterfall

Be Flexible
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Dare to  
think differently.  

Our world 
constantly changes.  

Those adept  
to adapt, thrive.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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Hi, my name is Sal. 
 
I am a salmon fish.

At first, I am a tiny  
egg, in a small fresh  
water stream, way  
up in the mountains.

1 Swim Up, Waterfall



2Swim Up, Waterfall
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I hatch! 

I wiggle my tail 
back and forth.  

I swim.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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All of us baby fish are  
told to remember this  
spot where we are born.

 I ask why?

 “Because you will need to 
come back when it is time  
to have your own family.”

 “It is the way it has always 
been.  You must come back 
here to this exact spot!”
 I think to myself.  

Why?  Why?  Why?

Swim Up, Waterfall
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As I swim, I eat.  

As I eat, 

I get bigger.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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NASA 

9

The water flows.
  
It pushes me  
down the stream.

The little stream 
becomes a big river.
I surf down water falls.

The wide river flows  
to the salty, salty sea.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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The sea is huge!  

There is so much to 
see and do in the sea.

There are plants and 
animals of every color 
and shape...  

I swim.  I explore this 
very exciting place.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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Suddenly, I remember, 
I have forgotten …
Where is the stream where 
I was born?

I am a fish 
who gets lost easily.  
I am smart.  
I do well at school.  
But, I also am not very good 
with directions.  
The other fish laugh at me 
when often I lose my way.

For years, I live  
in the deep blue sea.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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One day, my body starts to change.

It will soon be time for me 
to lay my own eggs.
Uh Oh!  I don’t know where my stream is?
At first, I worry.  I think about it and 
then I know …
I need to lay my eggs in fresh water but  
it doesn’t really matter which stream.
There are lots and lots of fish like me 
leaving the sea to search for a stream.   
I follow them at first.
Swimming up stream is hard work.   
The current tries to push you back.   
We have to beware because bears try  
to eat us.  We have to swim hard and  
jump up waterfalls too. 

Swim Up, Waterfall
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We swim a long, long way.
To a place where there are 
loads of fish but no one is 
moving?  I wonder why?

I nicely push my way to  
the front of the fish  
traffic jam.  Why aren’t  
you moving up stream?

“We must go up this way  
but every time we try  
we get pushed back.”

Swim Up, Waterfall
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I say, “Well, that  
is because someone  
built a wall across  
this part of the river.”
Others say, “It  
doesn’t matter we  
must go this way!”

Swim Up, Waterfall
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I say,  “There is no way around this 
wall.  I point,  but look over there.  
That stream is freely flowing.”

I ask, “Why don`t we swim up  
that waterfall over there?  
Friends, the way we are trying  
to go is blocked totally with  
a stone wall.  We don’t know who  
put it here or why.  But it blocks  
our way.  There is no way around it.  
We can not go this way any more.  

 Look over there.  It is a stream  
full of fresh water.  It is just right! 

Some say, “we can not go there!  It  
is different!  We must go this way!” 

Swim Up, Waterfall
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We go the other way.   
Some fish come with me.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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Some fish stay and  Some fish stay and  
get eaten by bears. get eaten by bears. 

Swim Up, Waterfall
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We swim in the cool fresh  
water and find a perfect  
place to lay our eggs.

Later, my eggs hatch.  I  
tell my kids the story of  
how salmon are born in fresh 
water and our journey to  
the salty sea and back again.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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There are lots of adventures in  
the sea and so many sights to see.

When it is time for you to have your  
own family, find your own cool stream.  

We are all free to choose  
our own path to fresh water.   
Be flexible.  When one way is  
blocked, find another way forward.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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The Salmon fish are born in fresh water 
 mountain streams.  They change to live in  
the salty sea.  When ready to have their  
own families, the fish want to return to the  
fresh water spot where they were born.
What will the fish do when their path is  
blocked as they swim up, the fresh water  
falls?  This story teaches us to be flexible as  
our lives have many changes and challenges too.

Swim Up, Waterfall
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Learn Life ChangesLearn Life Changes

ii

Tad's Tale

Tad`s Tale
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Amazing changes  
happen in our world!  

In this tale, Tad changes 
from a swimming tadpole 

into a hopping frog.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad uses her tail to break 
out of the egg sack.

Tad`s Tale
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She looks around.  
The pond looks so big.

Tad`s Tale
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Quickly, Tad swims  
behind a plant.  She 
doesn't want to be eaten.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad eats plants and insects.  
Over time, she grows and grows.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad's tail is great for 
swimming.  She likes to 
swim around the pond.

Tad`s Tale



Tad goes to eat her favorite 
plant.  Suddenly, a water bug 
pushes her out of the way.  
The water bug eats up  
the yummy plant.

6Tad`s Tale
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Tad's tummy rumbles.  She 
looks outside the pond.  She 
sees the land and air above  
and lots of food. Tad finds  
another plant to eat. 

Tad`s Tale
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Over time, the pond seems smaller.  Tad 
feels different.  She finds it harder to 
swim. One day, as Tad swims around the 
pond, she sees something.  Tad sees her 
tail is getting smaller.   Tad asks her dad, 
"What is happening to my shape?"

Dad teaches that the pond is the  
same size. It is Tad, who is growing. 

Tad`s Tale
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Tad said, "I dont want to change." Dad 
replies, "I was once the same size as you.  
Life changes and we adapt.  It is part of 
growing up. "

Tad thinks about Dad’s words. 

Tad`s Tale
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Later, Tad sees her reflection  
again.  She is surprised.  She yells!  

"No wonder I can’t swim well  
any more.  I am losing my tail.   
Where did these legs come from?"

Tad`s Tale
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Tad swims to Mom.  Tad asks,  
"What is happening to me, Mum?"
Mom replies, "You are growing  
up my dear. 
You are changing from a young  
tadpole into an adult frog."   
Mum helps Tad understand  
what will happen next.

Tad`s Tale
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Over time, Tad's tail disappears.  
New shapes and sizes grow.  She 
gets hands, arms and long back 
legs.  Her face changes shape too.  
Tad has a hard time swimming.  
She often bumps into things.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad pokes her new nose out  
of the water.  She realizes she 
can breathe out of the water.  
She now has lungs.

Tad`s Tale
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She walks slowly out of the water. 
Her legs are wobbly.  She sees  
another frog jump.  With practice,  
she jumps too.   Soon, Tad hops  
and hops all over the land.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad returns to the water often. 
 
Even though she lives on land,  
she has to keep her skin wet.  Tad  
learns how to swim faster and farther  
then she could when she was young.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad uses her long tongue to  
catch bugs.  "I like the food here  
better than in the water," said Tad.   
"The water bug can`t push me  
out of the way to get this food."

Tad`s Tale
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Tad likes being a frog. 

She likes to hop and briefly fly  
and then glide back to land.  She  
also likes to swim in the water. 

Tad swims better as a frog  
than she could as a tadpole. 

Tad`s Tale
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She thinks about her big change 
adventure.  She was once just an  
egg.  She hatched,  She ate and  
grew a long tail.  She changed  
from a tadpole into frog.

Tad`s Tale
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One day, it is time for Tad to become  
a Mum.  Tad lays her eggs at the  
water's edge.  She hops back onto  
the land.  She looks back and forth  
between the water and the land.  

Tad`s Tale
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Tad thinks,  I once lived only in  
water.  Now, I adapt to live on land.  
I am glad for the big changes.   
My children will do the same too!

Tad`s Tale
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A butterfly friend hears what Tad is saying.

I know what you mean said the butterfly.  
I was once a caterpillar and walked with  
many legs.  Now I have wings and a long  
nose.  I can fly.  I also can drink sweet  
nectar from flowers.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad agrees. 

As a child, I live only in a small  
pond.  Now, as an adult I can  
hop from place to place on land. 

Tad curiously sees some humans.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad looks at the babies, children  
and adults.  Tad notices that  
Humans grow up and change too.

Tad`s Tale
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Tad’s eggs hatch.  She teaches  
them about life and change. 

Today, we are alive.  Be  
happy with the size you are. 

Understand, that over time,  
changes happen.   We adapt  
and thrive!

Tad`s Tale



At first, Tad swims in a small pond.  
One day, changes start to happen.  Tad  
finds it harder to swim.  Over time, She 
adapts to live on land.  We learn that 
changes happen to us as we grow up too. 

Back CoverBack Cover 
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English speakers invent  English speakers invent  
all these inventions.all these inventions.

traintrain

TVTV

telephonetelephone

computer

computer

smartphonesmartphone

Tad`s Tale 24
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Too much entertainment 
causes Too-Tain-Itis!

iii

How do our digital  
devices impact us?

Too Much Tech 
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1

Ta watches TV, then plays 
many video games. Next,  
Ta uses his smart phone  
for hours and hours on end.  

Too Much Tech 



Suddenly, Ta  
doesn’t feel too good. 

2Too Much Tech



3

Ta goes to the doctor.  
The Doctor runs tests.

Too Much Tech 



“Just as I thought.”
“You have… TOO-TAIN-ITIS.” 

4Too Much Tech



Ta asks, “Is it serious?   
What is Too-Tain-Itis?”

5 Too Much Tech 



The Doctor replies, “It 
can be serious. But with 

work, it is fixable.”

6Too Much Tech



Look at the results of 
your Bal-Scan.  You  are 

over-entertained and 
under-informed.

7 Too Much Tech 



Ta asks excitedly,  
“How do I cure it?”

8Too Much Tech



The doctor replies, “Well, it is 
like this.  You know how only 

eating sweets makes your body 
weak?”  Ta answers, “Yes.”

9 Too Much Tech 



The doctor continues, “Well, entertainment 
is like mind candy.  Too Much Techno  
entertainment - like constantly using TVs 
and smartphones - makes your mind weak.”

10Too Much Tech



Ta smiles.  “I see!  I 
know how to fix that!”

11 Too Much Tech 



The next morning Ta jumps 
out of bed.  He eats and then 
rushes to school.  Ta thinks about 
the Bal-Scan. He studies hard.

12Too Much Tech



Ta plays to get exercise too.

13 Too Much Tech 



After a couple of months, 
Ta goes back to the doctor.   
He takes another Bal-Scan.  
The results show that Ta  
is balancing his time better.

14Too Much Tech



One day at school, Ta 
learns something amaz-
ing!  Video games and 
smart phones use math!

15 Too Much Tech 



Ta learns how to 
program software. 

16Too Much Tech



Ta helps his friends with 
their smart phones.  He 
designs his own apps too!

17 Too Much Tech 



While playing video  
games, Ta has an idea…

18Too Much Tech



“For my career, I want  
to design my own video 
games and software apps.”

19 Too Much Tech 



Ta works hard at school.  
He balances time between studying, 
working and playing .  He doesn’t 
want to get Too-Tain-Itis again!

The End. 
20Too Much Tech



Ta is a Tarsier. Tarsiers are primates,  
which means they are related to monkeys.  
They are some of the smallest primates.  
Tarsiers live in the Philippines.  They  
have enormous eyes.  This helps  
them catch insects at night.

Tarsiers
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Review
Too-Tain-Itis is too much tech fun at 
the expense of living our lives.  May we 
balance our tech entertainment as  
we keep our minds informed.

22Too Much Tech



Ta spends most of his time in front of  
digital devices.  One day Ta doesn’t feel 
well.  The Doctor tells Ta, “You have Too-
Tain-Itis.”   This story teaches us all, how 
to undo too much tech entertainment.
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Choose Wise ChoicesChoose Wise Choices

Wing Ways

iiWing Ways
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Choices 
like feathers 

impact 
where we fly.

Wing Ways
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Today, is the day!  After  
weeks of pre-flight studies  
and preparations, Fa excitedly 
shifts his feet side to side.

1

Fa nervously sits near the nest.

Wing Ways
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With a gentle jump, Fa glides from 
 his branch down to another branch.

Wing Ways
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Dad said, "Good first glide Fa,
but there is more to learn.   
Watch the wingless squirrel."
Fa sees the squirrel jump and glide.

Wing Ways
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Dad replies, "Watch this please."  
Dad jumps. He flaps and flies up. He flies 
left and right then side to side.  Next,  
Dad flies up and then down.

Wing Ways
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Dad lands on a branch near Fa.
"Flying is more than gliding on the 
wind and gravity pulling you down.  It 
is about self control. You chose where 
you want to go.  Control your own 
feathers to get you there and back."

Wing Ways
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Flying is all about four  
forces and three turns. 

Wing Ways
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Dad grabs an apple in his beak.   
He lets go.  The apple falls to the 
ground.  "Gravity pulls everything 
down.  That is, a  big object pulls 
smaller ones towards it.  When we 
leave the branch, gravity pulls us 
down.  So, if gravity pulls us down,  
we need something to push us up."

a) Gravity

Wing Ways
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It is all about air flow.  When  
we flap, we push air down, this  
pushes us up and keeps in the air.

"First lets talk about  
our feathers and wings."

Wing Ways
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"See the curved shape of my  
wing.  Air flows faster over the  
top and then pushes down.  This lifts 
us up. Here is another way  
to think about this.  There is  
more pressure in the air below.   
So, the air under pushes us up!"

b) Lift

Wing Ways
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"The big feathers at the  
end of our wings flap and  
push air back too.  This  
thrusts or moves us forward."

c) Thrust

Wing Ways
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"We birds have a special shape.   
It is called streamline.
See the bike rider on the road  
below. See the streamlined shape.  This 
makes air flow smoothly over the rider.  
Air like water, flows.  When we move 
through air,  air pushes back a bit  
on us too.  This is called drag."

d) Drag

Wing Ways
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"Our streamlined shape helps  
us fly easier through the air." 

Wing Ways
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Dad reviews.
"Lift up, to overcome the  
pull  down of gravity. Thrust  
forward to overcome that  
which wants to drag you back."

Wing Ways
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"Wow," said Fa, "We fly with  
four forces."  Fa practices:  
Up, Down, Forward and Back.

Wing Ways
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Dad teaches,  "Remember, there is  
more to do before you fly by yourself!"
Dad smiles,  "Birds came first before  
airplanes.  To help understand control, 
let's look at how airplanes fly!"

Flight Controls

Wing Ways
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Three flaps control the plane.
This moves the plane left or right.

1) Left or Right

Wing Ways
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These move the plane up or down.

2) Up or Down

Wing Ways
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These flaps in the wings  
move the plane side to side. 

3) Side to Side

Wing Ways
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Similar to plane flaps, we 
move feathers in our tail 
and wings to control where  
we go.  It takes practices.

Wing Ways
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One more important point.
"How do we slow down and stop?"

Wing Ways
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"Changing the shape of our 
wings helps air slow us down.  
Remember air pushes back 
or drags on shapes moving 
through it.  When we slow 
down,  gravity then pulls  
us down to help us land."

Wing Ways
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Fa is amazed!
"Where I choose to  
move my feathers, 
results in where I fly!"

Same is true with us.  
The choices we choose,  
result in where we go.

24

Self Control

Wing Ways



Choosing my choices is like learning to  
fly.  My choices control the directions  
and destinations of where I go in my life.
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May we each find the Alps 
that echo our own songs.

iii
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Dedicated to everyone who  
has dared to sing. Even when, 
they are uncertain how their 
songs will be received.
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Not far from here 
is a place called 
Frogland. 
  
Today is a special 
day in Frogland.  
The frogs who got 
their legs 
since last year’s 
race, compete 
against each oth-
er.

Yo Frog
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There will be many 
races.  The first race 
is to see who can 
jump the highest.

A clever frog named  
Gope, that rhymes 
with hope, competes.  
Gope comes in third 
place. 

3 
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The next race 
is to see who 
can jump the 
farthest.
  
Gope comes in 
second place.

5
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Next, is the most  
important race of  
the day - the 
croaking 
competition.  

All of the young 
frogs excitedly 
prepare.
Gope thinks since  
winning 3rd and 
2nd places, that 
it would be nice to 
win 1st. 
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The judges say 
go! There are low  
wobblers and 
high croakers. 

When Gope 
starts singing, all 
the pond frogs 
stop and stare. 
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Gope sings - 
“yo yodel yo.”  

Someone in the 
crowd yells, 
“that sounds 
terrible.”

11
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The frog with the 
croakiest croak takes 
1st place.  

Gope takes last place.  
Gope feels sad about 
not winning.

13
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Friends try to cheer 
Gope up.  They say,  
“Hey!  It is ok!  We like 
your singing.  Maybe 
there is another place 
where frogs sing like 
you do.”
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They search the 
Internet. 

“Wow!  Look at this.
At this mountain is  
a lake where frogs 
sing special songs 
like you do.”

17
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Gope’s parents 
say it is ok.  

Gope flies to 
the mountains 
called Alps.
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Gope  
practices 
singing.  

 “Lo, lo,lo  
 yo, yo, yo.”
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Today  
is the  
mountain 
frog races.
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Gope hops  
up to  
3rd place. 

25
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Gope jumps over to 2nd place.
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Now is the important 
singing race.  There  
are high and low 
echoes of yo and 
more yo’s. 

Next, Gope starts  
singing, “yo yo 
yodel yo yo.” 
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All the frogs  
clap.  Gope  
takes 1st 
place.
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Suddenly another 
frog sings, “croak, 
croak croak.”

Someone in the  
crowd yells, 
“that sounds 
terrible!”
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Gope asks everyone 
to please be nice.  

Gope explains, 
“Where I come 
from, frogs  
think croaks  
sound wonderful.”  

33
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Gope invites the croaking 
frog to visit the Frogland 
pond.

Gope thanks the new  
friends for being so  
kind and for the prizes.
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Gope and 
the croaking 
mountain 
frog fly to 
the Frogland 
pond.
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Around the pond, 
frogs sing different 
songs together. 

Whether a ribbet, a 
croak or something 
else, all songs sound 
good somewhere. 

39
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“Yo Frog” is the story of the surprising  “Yo Frog” is the story of the surprising  
search to find where songs with different search to find where songs with different 
sounds belong.  This fable teaches each  sounds belong.  This fable teaches each  
of us to appreciate our own special talents.of us to appreciate our own special talents.
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42

England`s Stone Henge is  England`s Stone Henge is  
over four thousand years old.over four thousand years old.
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Dedicated to our children.   
Together as a team all 
problems can be solved.

Zogs and Cogs
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This is a story about two  
groups of people.  The Ogs  
are good hunters.  They eat well. 

The Zogs can not hunt.   
They are always hungry.

Zogs and Cogs
– A Tale of Teamwork
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Zee is leader  
of the Zogs.

6 Zogs and Cogs



Years ago, two tribes compete.  
The Ogs hunt mammoths.   
They are successful.

 The Zogs, only pick food  
from plants.  They are not full.

tribe – group of people
compete – struggle against each other

7Zogs and Cogs



clever – smart

The Ogs have a clever way to 
hunt mammoths. They make sharp 
wooden spears and hunt as a team.  
They share the feast with the 
whole tribe.  The Ogs are full.

8 Zogs and Cogs



In the past,  the Zogs  
tried and failed to hunt.   
They stopped trying. 
 
Today, they pick bits of  
food from plants.  They  
eat barely enough to live.

barely enough– minimum amount
fail – not succeed
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One night, the hungry Zogs,  
smell the food from the Og's  
feast.  The Zogs want a better 
life.

hungry – to be not full, famish
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feast – to eat a lot of great food
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Zee, sees the near empty  
dinner plates.  He determines  
to make changes.  He wants  
the Zogs to be full.

determine – strongly decide
full – to have enough, to not be hungry

near empty – not very much 
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crowd – group of people
gather – to pick food from plants

meeting – get together to discuss a problem

Zee calls the Zogs together  
for a meeting.  He speaks with 
the hungry crowd.   “Welcome!  
We are here to talk about how 
to fix our hunger.  Today, we 
gather our food from plants.”
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Zee continues, “see how  
the Ogs feast on beasts.  
They are full.  We are not.  

We Zogs must adapt or die!  
Another way to say this is, we 
must cherish change or perish.”

adapt – change the way do things   
cherish – to appreciate

perish – to die
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Zee asks, “Why are we 
Zogs hungry or unful?  
What can we do about 
it?”

unfull – to have empty stomachs, to be hungry
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carve – make with tools
cog – something round and useful

One who carves round rocks,  
called cogs, has an idea.  The Zog's 
try to roll a cog onto a mammoth.

The hunt fails.  The Zogs  
determine to keep trying.
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Zee sees the cog from the 
failed hunt. He writes on 
it, “SEE FULLY AND SET 
GOALS.”

The Zogs all think about the 
root causes of their hunger 
problem.   They make a  
goal to be full.

root cause – main points that make the problem 
“see fully” – look completely at the problem

“set goals” – write down what you want to do
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 The same day, a young Og plays.   
He shoots twigs with a bent branch  
and string.  Many Ogs laugh at him.

 The Ogs miss an opportunity to  
invent the bow and arrow.  This  
could have helped their hunting.

opportunity – a good chance to do something new
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Back at the Zogs, Zee asks,  
“Why did our past hunts fail?  The 
Zogs reply, "Our flat-tipped spears 
bounced off the thick mammoth skin.”  
“We need better tools,” said Zee.   
He writes on the second cog. 
“CHOOSE THE HOWS!”  

Everyone talks about ideas on how 
they can fix the hunger.  A smart  
person asks, “What about the  
rocks that leak shiny metal?” 

“choose the hows” – to decide actions 
needed to accomplish a goal
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The Zogs are excited!   
“What can we do?” they ask!

Zee writes on the third cog.  
“EACH KNOW THEIR PART.”  

Zee gives actions to everyone.

“each know their part” – everyone 
knows what they should do
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 At sunrise, the Zogs meet.
Zee writes on the fourth cog. 
 “DO THE HOW TOs.” 

An excited, small group  
runs to the rock mountain.

“do the how tos” – do the actions that lead to the goal

30 
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frustrate – to be very discouraged, upset
cast – to pour hot liquid metal into a mold

 They build a big fire at the rock  
face.  No metal flows from the large 
rocks.  Frustrated, someone throws 
water on the hot rocks. The large  
rocks break into small pieces.  
 
 The Zogs heat the small rocks.   
Metal flows from the pieces.  They  
cast the copper into spear heads.
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The next day the Zogs try  
out their metal-tipped spears.
  
The Zogs work as a team.   
The hunt succeeds.  They  
all share the feast.  The  
Zogs are full.
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 At sunrise, the Zogs meet.   
Zee writes on the last cog,  
“IMPROVATE.”

 Zee teaches, "Improvate  
means to improve and innovate.   
That is, make things better  
and think of new ideas.  We  
must prepare for life's changes.   
Do not let full stomachs,  
lead to empty minds."

improve – to make better
innovate – to think of new ideas

“improvate” – to think of new & better ways
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creative – to think of new ideas
invent – to make something new

The Zogs are creative.  

They think up new ideas  
and make new inventions.  

38 Zogs and Cogs



bow and 
arrows

hoe
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 The Zogs improve ways  
to hunt animals and plant 
crops.  The other tribe,  
the Ogs do not improve.
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Soon, the ice-age returns. 
There are no more mammoths.   
Because the Ogs do not change, 
they become extinct.  

Because the Zogs adapt,  
they succeed.  They learn  
to hunt other animals.  They  
learn to plant different plants.  
The Zogs are our ancestors.  

Today, we still work in  
teams to achieve our goals!

ancestor – relative who lived before us
extinct – to die out, to no longer be alive
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Cognitive Cogs:
SEE FULLY AND SET GOALS

Look at the big picture
Write down end result working for

CHOOSE THE HOWS
Decide the actions to get the goal

EACH KNOW THEIR PART
All know what to do for the goal

DO THE HOW TOS
Do actions that lead to the goal

IMPROVATE
Think of new and better ways

cognitive – thoughtfully learned

45
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Glossary
 Word Definition                              Page
 ancestor a relative who lived before                          42
 adapt change the way do things                           16
 barely enough minimum amount                                          9
 carve make with tools                                           20
 cast to pour hot liquid metal into a mold             32
 cherish to really appreciate                                     16
 choose the hows to decide actions to accomplish a goal       26
 clever smart                                                             8
 cog something round and useful                       20
 cognitive thoughtfully learned                                    45
 compete  struggle against each other                          7
 creative   to think of new ideas                                   38
 crowd   group of people                                           14
 determine   strongly decide                                            12
 do the how tos do the actions that lead to the goal             30
 each know their part everyone understands what to do
  to help the team achieve their goal             28
 extinct to die out, to no longer be alive;                  42
 famish to be very hungry                                        10
 feast to eat a lot of great food                              11
 fail to not succeed                                              9
 full to have enough, to not be hungry               12
 frustrate very discouraged, disappointed, upset       32
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Glossary - continues

 Word Definition                               Page
 gather to pick food from plants                                14
 hungry to be not full, famish                                     10
 improvate think of new ways to do something better    36
 improve to make better                                              36
 innovate to think of new ideas                                    36
 invent   to make something new                              38
 meeting get together to discuss a problem                24 
 near empty not very much                                              12
 opportunity a good chance to do something new           24
 perish to die                                                            17
 produce fruits and vegetables                                      7
 product the result of something that is made to sell  48
 root cause main points that make the problem              22 
 see fully look completely at the big picture                 22
 set goals write down what you want to get done         22
 tribe group of people                                              7
 unfull   to have empty stomachs, to be hungry       18
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Today, teams use the cogs  
to be successful. Look around  
our complex world.  It  is  full  
of things made by teams. For  
example, teams make cars,  
cameras and computers.  
Alone we have ideas, together 
we turn them into products!

product – the result, something that is made to sell  

48

Epilog
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Two groups of people struggle to survive.  Two groups of people struggle to survive.  
At the start, the Ogs hunt mammoths. At the start, the Ogs hunt mammoths. 
The Zogs each pick their own food from plants.The Zogs each pick their own food from plants.
This is a story of learning to work together in This is a story of learning to work together in 
teams.  Words on cogs offer advice.   Together teams.  Words on cogs offer advice.   Together 
the Zogs go from famine to feast.   Food and the Zogs go from famine to feast.   Food and 
freezing changes lead to a surprise finishfreezing changes lead to a surprise finish!!
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Years ago, the Zogs went from  
feast to famine.  Over time,  
the Zogs forgot about the cogs  
and the words written on them. 
  
With mammoths gone, Zogs  
rely on farming for their food.  
There is a new problem.  For 
years, crops fail!  The Zogs  
are hungry again.  This is a  
story about working together  
to fix problems. 

rely – need, depend upon

2
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 Zed walks alone in the Park.  He 
sees shapes overgrown by jungle.  
He finds a stone circle.   He thinks 
about the stories his Grandpa told 
him.  

Years ago, teams worked together 
to go from famine to feast.    

Today, famine has returned.   
Zed directs the Zogs to  
uncover and clean up the cogs.

 cog –round rock or wheel 
overgrown– covered by plants 
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 Zed calls the Zogs to the Park.  
He speaks with the crowd.  Long 
ago, the Zogs were hungry.  A 
leader named Zee led the people 
with words on cogs.  He taught 
them how to overcome  
famine. 

Today we are hungry again!  We 
have new problems.  We can use 
their cog wisdom and our creative 
energy to fix our problems. 

 creative energy– ideas turned into action 
taught–  teach in the past

wisdom –wise words
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crop – plants people eat
fail – plants die before harvest

harvest – pick ripe plants

"Why do our crops fail?" 
asks Zed”  The crowd 
answers, because the cold 
comes and kills the crops 
before we can harvest 
them. 

“Why?”, asks Zed.

8 Zogs 2
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complain – grumble, moan, whine
confident – sure of oneself

impossible – can not do

The Zogs think about the question. 
Someone speaks.  “We plant our crops 
at the wrong time.”  Sometimes, we 
plant too early and cold kills the 
tender leaves.   

Another shouts,  “Sometimes, we plant 
too late and the snow comes before 
the crops are ripe and ready to pick.”

Zed agrees, “We need to know when 
to plant!”  Many complain, “That is 
impossible!”    Zed is confident.  
“Together we can do this!”  He 
encourages the team member to 
think of ideas to fix their problems.
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A sage sees tree shadows.  
He gets an idea.  He puts a stick 
in the ground.  All day he sees 
the shadow move as the sun rises 
and sets.  The next day, he puts 
several sticks in a circle.  

Everyday he watches the shad-
ows.  He sees how the shadows 
move as the seasons change. 

sage– a smart person 
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watch – to alertly look at

Everyday, the sage watches  
shadows.  After a long time, 
he sees the shadows return  
to the same spot.  He knows  
they can use shadows to  
know when to plant. 

He shares his idea with Zed.
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Zed calls the Zogs together.  
He reads the 1st Cog,  
"See Fully and Set Goals."

Zed said, "We fully understand 
the scope of our problem.   
Between planting and harvesting  
our plants fail.

Our goal is to harvest crops so  
we can eat them.  He explains  
how shadows make a calendar.

scope –limits, beginning and end
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Zed leads the Zogs to build a 
giant wooden circle.  It is hard  
work to make the tree circle  
where they will count the 
shadows.  The people are proud 
of their achievement.  They name  
it “Wood Henge”. They gather  
around their creation and 
celebrate.  Together, they will  
know when to plant and to harvest.

achieve– to finish, complete
creation– something made

henge– circle calendar 
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Late one night, a secret 
group sneaks into the 
wooden circle.  Their  
hearts are filled with  
fear of change.  

They start fires and  
burn down Wood Henge.

secret –  hidden from view
sneak – quietly enter

burn down –destroy with fire

20
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The next morning, Zed and the 
sad Zogs meet at the ashes 
of the Henge.  Zed reflects, 
“Change Fearers have broken 
what we built.  They have made 
ashes of our hard work but  
not our hopes.”

ash –  burnt remains
hope –  belief it will get better

reflect –  to look back

22
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Zed asks the sad crowd, 
“Will we let chaos win?”  
The persistent crowd  
yells back, “No!” 

Zed replies, “Our task is now 
much harder.  We will rebuild  
the Henge. Only this time, we’ll 
use stone instead of wood.”

chaos – confused disorder
persist – to stick with it, endure
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Zed reads the 2nd cog, 
“Choose the Hows.”  Zed asks, 
"What are the actions we  
need to do to achieve our goal?"  

For weeks, he meets with all  
the Zogs.  He listens to their  
ideas.  Zed makes a plan.

action – activities to do
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The next day, Zed reads the 3rd 
cog – "Each Know Their Part."  

Zed teaches, "Everyone needs  
to know what each must do to 
complete our giant stone circle.   
We will make four teams.  Team 
One, we need rocks; big rocks 
and lots of them.  Team Two, 
these rocks are very heavy.  How 
the heck do we move them from 
the mountain to the field?  Team 
Three, get the circle site ready 
and dig the holes.  Team Four,  
put it all together to complete  
our giant stone circle.”  Zed  
hands each team a scroll.

scroll – rolled up paper with writing on it  
site – place, location
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Team One meets near the 4th  
cog.  "Do the How To’s Together."  

That is, do the actions needed  
to reach the goal. The goal is to 
have enough food.  Together they 
read their scroll of instruction.

instruction – written directions
reach – finish, complete
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invent – create by yourself
separate – to cut apart, away from

They know what they need to do.  
They need to “Get the Stones.”

For months they search for the  
right kind of rocks.  They find a  
mountain source.  Now is action  
time.  They work together to  
invent tools to separate the 
huge rocks from the mountain.   
They rough shape the giant  
rocks to make them easier  
for Team Two to move.

32 Zogs 2



Get  
the  

Stones
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Team Two meets and reads their 
scroll, “Move the Heavy Rocks to 
the Special Circle.”  They build 
big boats to float the stones 
down the river.  Sadly, the boat 
sinks.  They build bigger boats.  
The boats are able to carry the 
heavy loads. They float the huge 
rocks down the river to the 
shore nearest the giant circle.  

shore – where water meets land
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At the same time, Team three 
sings their scroll, “Design the 
Circle and Dig the Holes”.   

This is hard work.  The team 
performs well but the people  
are still hungry. 

 design – to make drawings and plans
perform – to work per plan
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cement – burnt limestone & clay binder
concrete – wet cement and rocks that turn into a solid

A young team member notices 
something.  Burnt limestone and 
clay makes a gray powder.  The 
powder mixes with small rocks 
and rain to make a new rock hard 
substance.  She tells to her team 
leader.  He is too busy with circle 
work to notice.  The Zogs miss 
an opportunity to use cement on 
their circle.  The discovery of 
concrete will have to wait 
thousands of more years.

38
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Team Four is busy.  They read their 
scroll, “Assemble the Site.”  They 
feel stressed out.  Zed helps them 
define their actions.  They invent 
ways to lift the tall rocks.  Be-
cause the device uses ropes that are 
pulled, they call it a “pulley.”   
Everyone helps pull the heavy stones 
into place.  The Zogs want to party, 
but Zed wisely tells them to wait.

assemble – put pieces together
stress – pressure
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One night, there is a big rain 
storm.  In the morning it is  
near ruin.

The separate stones are  
falling over in their wet  
foundations. The Teams are  
discouraged.  Zed talks with  
the sad Zogs.  “Our ancestors 
made cogs to help them work to-
gether towards their goals.  

The last cog will help us now".

foundation – base
ruin – failure
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Zed is excited, He reads 
the last cog,  “Improvate.”  

It means to improve and to  
innovate.  We need better  
ways with new ideas to hold  
our circle of stones together.

“improvate” – to think of new & better ways
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Different ideas are tried.  Weeks 
later,  they decide that the key  
to keeping the separate rocks  
from falling down is to link them  
all together.  Zed reminds,  
"Together is always stronger  
than apart.    It is the core of 
teams."  The Zogs build top 
stones to keep the stone  
circle together.

core – important part
link – join, connect 
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In the Springtime, the  
Zogs use their circle of  
moving shadows to tell  
them when to plant  
their crops. 
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The following autumn, the  
harvest is huge.  The feast is  
filling.  The Zogs are full again!
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The next sunrise, Zed calls  
the full crowd together.  
They see a curious surprise  
covered by a cloth.  
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Zed uncovers the surprise.   The 
cogs have gear teeth.  Zed teaches, 
"The teeth connect the cogs.  It 
helps them all move together. 

So it is with our team.  When we 
work together, we go from hunger 
to having enough.  When we turn 
the words into actions, the  
cogs all move together.   
Success is sustainable. 

gear – a circle with teeth that join together
sustain – to keep going
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Together,turn words into  

team actions to succeed.

53



Word  Definition
achieve  to finish, complete 
action   activities to do 
ash  burnt remains
assemble   put pieces together
burn down   destroy with fire
cement    burnt limestone & clay binder
chaos   confused disorder
concrete       cement & rocks solid
cog  round rock or wheel 
complain   grumble, moan, whine
confident   sure of oneself 
core  important part
creative energy  ideas turned into action 
 creation  something made 
crop   plants people eat 
design   to make drawings and plans
fail   plants die before harvest 
foundation   base
gear   circle with teeth that join together
harvest   pick ripe plants
henge  circle calendar 
hope   belief it will get better
impossible    can not do
improvate      to think of new & better ways

Zogs 2

Word List
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Word List - Continued

Word  Definition
instruction      written directions     
invent       create by yourself        
link            join, connect          
overgrown      covered by plants        
perform        to work per plan       
persist  to stick with it, endure                
reach       finish, complete       
reflect   to look back  
rely   need, depend upon
ruin   failure  
sage  smart person
scope   limits, beginning and end
scroll    rolled up paper with writing on it  
secret   hidden from view 
separate   to cut apart, away from
shore       where water meets land      
site   place, location
sneak   quietly enter 
stress       pressure        
sustain      to keep going       
taught  teach in the past
watch   to alertly look at 
wisdom   wise words
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  Word  Definition 
 ancestor a relative who lived before 
 adapt change the way do things
 barely enough minimum amount
 carve make with tools
 cast to pour hot liquid metal into a mold
 cherish to really appreciate
 choose the hows to decide actions needed to accomplish goals
 clever smart
 cog something round and useful
 cognitive thoughtfully learned
 compete  struggle against each other
 creative   to think of new ideas
 crowd   group of people
 determine   strongly decide
 do the how tos do the actions that lead to the goal
 each know their part everyone understands what they each must do
  to help the team achieve their goal
 extinct to die out, to no longer be alive; for example, 
  dinosaurs are extinct
 famish to be very hungry
 feast to eat a lot of great food
 fail to not succeed
 full to have enough, to not be hungry
 frustrate very discouraged, disappointed, upset

Word List - Continued
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 Word Definition
 gather to pick food from plants
 hungry to be not full, famish
 improvate to think of new ways to do something better
 improve to make better
 innovate to think of new ideas
 invent   to make something new
 meeting get together to discuss a problem
 near empty not very much
 opportunity a good chance to do something new
 perish to die
 produce fruits and vegetables
 product the result of something that is made to sell
 root cause main points that make the problem
 see fully look completely at the big picture; for example,
  use a camera to take a wide view picture
 set goals write down the end results you want to get done
 tribe group of people
 unfull   to have empty stomachs, to be hungry

Word List - Continued
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Ancestor Zogs had success going from  Ancestor Zogs had success going from  
famine to feast.  They were full.  Over famine to feast.  They were full.  Over 
time, the Zogs forgot the useful cog words.  time, the Zogs forgot the useful cog words.  
Today, the Zogs are hungry again.  This  Today, the Zogs are hungry again.  This  
is the story about relearning lost lessons.   is the story about relearning lost lessons.   
The Zogs rediscover the power of  The Zogs rediscover the power of  
teamwork to fix big problems.  So can we!teamwork to fix big problems.  So can we!

Back Cover - Zogs 2Back Cover - Zogs 2
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Value!Value!

With this book ...With this book ...
1) I Practiced English words.1) I Practiced English words.

2) I Checked what I know.2) I Checked what I know.

3) 3) I Improved my English I Improved my English 
sounds and sentences with sounds and sentences with 
Alford storiesAlford stories!!
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EnglishEnglish
Volume 2Volume 2
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EnglishEnglish

Volume 1Volume 1
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Hedgehogs  Hedgehogs  
Hug!Hug!
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Bee’sBee’s    
SneezeSneeze 

HumiHumi BirdBird
- A Humble Tale- A Humble Tale

Good Food  Good Food  
Goes BadGoes Bad
-Why food spoils-Why food spoils

Cookie  Cookie  
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Ant CityAnt City
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Dinos Dinos 
to Dinner!to Dinner!
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MoneyMoney      
MathMath

--With Funky FairyWith Funky Fairy

Open DoorsOpen Doors
-Cage Flight-Cage Flight 
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ALFORD ALFORD EnglishEnglish
Volume 1 StoriesVolume 1 Stories

Air, Water and Food
- Breathe, Drink and Eat
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Too Much 
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ALFORD ALFORD EnglishEnglish
Volume 2 StoriesVolume 2 Stories

Yo FrogYo Frog  
  – Special Songs– Special Songs

Plants  Plants  
GiveGive

Queen JeenQueen Jeen
-Learns Manners-Learns Manners

Sand SeaSand SeaSensesSenses
- From Sights to Smells- From Sights to Smells

Sun’sSun’s  Above Above 
the the CloudsClouds  

Swim Up,Swim Up,
The WaterfallThe Waterfall

Tad's TaleTad's Tale
- Life Changes- Life Changes

Written by Douglas J. AlfordWritten by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Jim WildeIllustrated by Jim Wilde

Wing WaysWing Ways
-Self Control-Self Control

Zogs and CogsZogs and Cogs

Zogs 2Zogs 2– More Teams– More Teams

Sequel to Zogs and Cogs

1)1) 2)2) 3)3) 4)4)
Shoe WalksShoe Walks

-Feel for Others-Feel for Others
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Learn English  Learn English  
with fun Stories  with fun Stories  

inside Alford English inside Alford English 
Volumes 1 & 2.Volumes 1 & 2.


